
Lab Operations Manager – Forensic Toxicology / Clinical Chemistry 

Vermont 

VRS is working with a rapidly expanding drug testing lab in Vermont to fill a high level management 

role in their Burlington facility. This position is responsible for the direct management of 6 Lab 

Supervisors and their teams. The ideal candidate will have a strong background in 

managing/mentoring laboratory staff in a production facility, and excel in grooming Scientists to 

become leaders. This individual must have experience managing complex projects and be able to 

multi-task at a high level. It is crucial that they have worked in the lab at the bench at some point in 

their career. Additionally, our client serves the drug treatment community and is seeking individuals 

with compassion and a desire to serve this community.  

 

This position comes with fantastic employee benefits, relocation assistance, and a competitive annual 

salary.  

 

APPLY NOW! 

If this role is of interest to you, and your background is suitable, please email your resume in WORD 

format to     ebernier@VRS-US.com     

For further details or related opportunities contact VRS Recruitment: 
info@VRS-US.com  
www.VRS-US.com  
 

Due to the volume of responses, only qualified candidates will be contacted.  

Feel free to forward this message to other qualified colleagues looking for similar opportunities. 

 

Thank you, & Be Well! 

-Evan Bernier, Ph.D.  (U.S. Business Development Manager) 

 

 

VRS (Vantage Resourcing Solutions, LLC) combines Recruitment and Analytical Chemistry expertise to 

provide an efficient and focused service to client and candidate alike. Our high level of quality service 

and technical expertise has secured our reputation as a premier supplier of Mass Spectrometry and 

Analytical Chemistry Recruitment Solutions. 
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